Inspired by theater screens. Born out of Sony® HD technology.

**POWERFUL PC PERFORMANCE**

Intel® Core™ 2 Duo T9600-P8400 processor (2.80GHz-2.26GHz) with Intel® Centrino® 2 processor technology available.

The VAIO® FW notebook comes pre-installed with Genuine Microsoft® Windows Vista® Ultimate or Home Premium 64-bit or Windows Vista® Business 32-bit.

Tackle virtually any graphics requirement with an optional ATI Mobility Radeon™ HD 3650 graphics card with 512MB of dedicated video RAM<sup>10</sup>.

Built-in WirelessN technology offers a boost in wireless connection speed and range<sup>9</sup>.

**INSPIRED BY THEATER SCREENS. BORN OUT OF SONY® HD TECHNOLOGY.**

Fall in love with your favorite movies all over again. With an extra-wide, theater inspired 16.4" display, see stunning, true-to-life images with flaming reds, fresh greens and vibrant blues on an available XBRITE-FullHD™ LCD.

The 16:9 aspect ratio ensures that you won’t miss an inch of the original picture from your favorite movie while also providing valuable extra workspace. Compare two documents or websites side-by-side without the hassle of having to tab back and forth.

With optional Blu-ray Disc™ technology<sup>2</sup>, you can archive or record<sup>17</sup> 25-50GB<sup>2</sup> of home movies, music and digital photos to a single Blu-ray Disc™ media (sold separately)<sup>5</sup>.

An HDMI™ output delivers video and audio to external sources via a single cable so you can enjoy HD entertainment on your compatible big screen TV (HDMI™ cable sold separately)<sup>13</sup>.

**ENDLESS FEATURES**

The VAIO® FW notebook, designed with dedicated AV Controls, makes navigating through your favorite multimedia quick and easy.

Editing digital video or images is quick and easy with VAIO® Movie Story software. You choose the supplied template and professional-looking cutaways, cross-fades and soundtrack syncing are automatically done for you.

Stay connected to colleagues, friends and family with real-time video conferencing<sup>8</sup> using the integrated MOTION EYE® camera and microphone.

Broaden your entertainment horizons with the VAIO® FW notebook featuring an extra-wide 16.4" LCD display. Great for watching<sup>16</sup> and recording<sup>17</sup> widescreen Blu-ray Disc™ movies (configurable) or viewing two web sites side-by-side, this entertainment powerhouse is inspired by theater screens, born out of Sony® HD expertise, and powered by Intel® Centrino® 2 Processor Technology (depending on configuration).
Specifications

General
- Computer Type: Notebook
- Type of Use: Portable
- Action Buttons: S1, DVD Play, A/V Mode, Volume +/-, Play/Pause/Stop, Wi-Fi/LAN/BT/Bluetooth/Pointing Device: Electric/haptic touchpad

Hardware
- Keyboard: QWERTY, 86 keys with 2mm stroke and 10.15mm pitch
- Camera: Built-in 3.1megapixel MOTION EYE camera and microphone
- Processor: Intel® Core™ T2 Duo Processor T7600 (Configuration 1), Intel® Core™ T2 Duo Processor T7200 (Configuration 2), Intel® Core™ T2 Duo Processor P8400 (Configuration 3), Intel® Core™ T2 Duo Processor T7500 (Configuration 4) or Intel® Core™ T2 Duo Processor T7500 (Configuration 5)
- Speed: 2.10GHz (Configuration 1), 2.50GHz (Configuration 2), 2.40GHz (Configuration 3), 2.20GHz (Configuration 4) or 2.00GHz (Configuration 5)
- Front Side Bus Speed: 1066MHz (Configurations 1-4) or 800MHz (Configuration 5)
- L2 Cache: 2MB (Configurations 3-4), 3MB (Configurations 1-2) or 2MB (Configuration 5)
- Technology: Intel® Centrino® 2 processor technology (available with configurations 1-4)

Memory
- Type: DDR2 SDRAM
- Installed: 2GB (Configuration 1), 2GB (Configuration 2), 250GB (Configuration 4), 320GB (Configuration 5)
- Maximum: 4GB
- Speed: 800MHz

Display
- Screen Size: 16.4"™, 18.4"™
- Screen Technology: Technology
- 1680 x 1050 or 1680 x 1050
- Available 24/7
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Hard Drive
- Capacity: 160GB (Configuration 1), 220GB (Configuration 2), 250GB (Configuration 3), 250GB (Configuration 4) or 160GB (Configuration 5)
- Speed: 4200rpm (Configuration 1), 5400rpm (Configurations 3, 5), 7200rpm (Configurations 2, 4)
- Interfaces: Serial ATA

Computer Interface: For this product there is a multitude of varying software packages and a hardware on-the-shelf. This product is provided with two options (with/without Pi and, with/without Wuine). The product is compatible with any combination of SONY products you may own. This combination, in part, makes the suitability and compatibility of the hardware and software in each and every particular instance. Software is pre-installed on the Sony computer is subject to change without notice. If you do not authorize it as described in the first time you use the software. If you activate the software by Internet Internet service charges may apply. If you want to keep using the software after the 60 day trial period, you must convert to the perpetual version. You can convert online by following the conversion instructions presented during setup and paying the required fees. Sony is not liable to any third party for any damages or lost profits associated with the software. Sony authorized dealers may be able to assist you and may make recommendations, but they are not authorized to repair or diagnose..

Environmental Information
- RoHS Compliance
- Power
- Energy Star
- Compliant
- Power Cord
- Large Capacity Battery (VGP-BPL13)
- Power Cable
- Optional Accessories
- Large Capacity Battery (VGP-BPL13)
- AC Adapter (VGP-AC192V)
- Stick AC Adapter (VGP-VAC2B)
- Neoprene Case (VGP-U43)
- Deluxe Messenger Bag (VGP-AMSH/1L)
- Universal Carrying Case (VGP-ACML/1)
- Bluetooth® Laser Mouse (VGP-MM3S/1H)

1. This denotes microprocessor and other factors might affect performance. CPU speed will be reduced under certain unmanaged conditions.
2. Branded one billion bytes when referring to hard drive capacity. Accessible capacity by user might be a portion of hard disk space is reserved as a recovery partition.
3. Requires 861.11n compatible access point and software. Some functionality might require additional services.
4. Broadband Internet service required along with third party services with certain unmanaged conditions.
5. Compatibility and performance in a 18-bit environment may vary.
6. Check system requirements of your software or accessory to ensure you have the latest updates.
7. A small area may be diagnostically.
8. Non-weight and measure are approximate and may vary.
9. Measured at the nominal point